While You Ask Us to Work on Your Current Needs, We Begin for Your Future Too

HELPING YOU
STAY AHEAD OF THE CURVE

SCHOLARLY PUBLISHERS
The scholarly publishing community is experiencing the ripples caused by futuristic technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, NLP, and Machine Learning. At Lumina, while we provide complete solutions to your today’s needs, we offer simple, yet sophisticated solutions for your future.

Workflow Automation
- CAPS—journal publishing workflow
- LAPS - books/loose-leaf publishing workflow
- MARS – manuscript assessment and reporting

Online Proofing Environment
- Offline editing
- Page proof generation
- Query management

Journal Full-Services
- Journal production services
- Editorial office
- Contextualized copyediting
- Project management
- Conference proceedings

Asset Monetization
- Assets made available on ‘RightsPlatform’
- Easily discoverable for global buyers
- Creating a new revenue stream
EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS

Now more than ever, education is focused on the learner. Educational institutions want to transform learning experience for students, personalize learning avenues, and ensure that investments in transformational learning are paying off. Lumina helps design, develop, and build courses that are engaging and effective. We provide insights to prove that you’re offering students a sure-fire pathway towards success.

Adaptive Assessments
• Question bank preparation
• Automated item generators
• Enhanced learning outcomes

Accessibility
• WCAG compliance analysis
• Closed caption & transcript writing
• Alt text description

Rights & Permissions
• Rights consolidation & risk assessment
• Image research & permissions
• Text permissions & rights management

Interactive Digital Media
• HTML5 asset development
• Studio services
• 2D/3D animations
• Virtual/augmented reality
• Interactive eBooks/EPUB3
• Accessibility

Freelancing Management System
• Selecting suitable freelancers
• Assigning & managing projects
• Rating performance of freelancers
• Managing dashboards & reports

Got questions?
Email us at marketing@luminad.com

Lumina Datamatics Facts

Specialized content, data, and analytics solutions provider
7 of the world’s top 10 publishers as customers
2800+ inclusive & diverse workforce
10 million pages of content transformed annually
Part of the $150 million Datamatics Group

marketing@luminad.com
www.luminadatamatics.com

North America
: Norwell, MA

Europe
: Munich

Asia
: Bengaluru, Chennai, Mumbai, Noida, Puducherry